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They can make a start by recognising and accepting difference in their students and by
providing curricula that are accessible to all. This volume portrays attempts to alleviate
difficlties in learning across the curriculum, in history, mathematics, poetry and science,
and explores ways of supporting children with disabilities. It examines how approaches
to reducing difficulties have changed in the last decade, looking at the experience of
children and young people under pressure: children who are bullied; young people
affected by HIV and AIDS; youth `trainees' and children in `care'. There is a final
section on basic methods of research into educational practice.
"Containing the public messages, speeches, and statements of the President",
1956-1992.
This collection of incisive articles gives a leading team of international philosophers a
free kick toward exploring the complex and often hidden contours of the world of
soccer. What does it really mean to be a fan (and why should we count Aristotle as
one)? Why do great players such as Cristiano Ronaldo count as great artists (up there
alongside Picasso, one author argues)? From the ethics of refereeing to the
metaphysics of bent (like Beckham) space-time, this book shows soccer fans and
philosophy buffs alike new ways to appreciate and understand the world's favorite
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sport.
Jungian psychology of football is a new and cutting edge approach being applied by
Champions league teams and used in youth football training. Implications for the wider
role of football organisations in society as models for the diagnosis and management of
trauma and tension in our changing world are highlighted. Analytical Psycholog y of
Football: Professional Jungian Football Coaching provides for youth trainers,
accessible, scientifically based tools and techniques to develop resilience and sustain
motivation in grass roots and elite footballers. The values and psychological make-up of
best in class international trainers are revealed, and commented upon by a Champions
League manager. Theory is traced from the early history of the game through to the
present day, equipping trainers with the guiding psychological concepts which are
shaping the future of the sport. Case examples of how the game can support society
through periods of change, and in fact, advance civilisation are described. A Jungian
appreciation of the transformational power of the football is a step forward for
psychologists, and educators who wish to keep up with advancements in their
professions, for football students and for trainers wishing to remain competitive.
The just peace movement offers a critical shift in focus and imagination. Recognizing
that all life is sacred and seeking peace through violence is unsustainable, the just
peace approach turns our attention to rehumanization, participatory processes,
nonviolent resistance, restorative justice, reconciliation, racial justice, and creative
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strategies of active nonviolence to build sustainable peace, transform conflict, and end
cycles of violence. A Just Peace Ethic Primer illuminates a moral framework behind this
praxis and proves its versatility in global contexts. With essays by a diverse group of
scholars, A Just Peace Ethic Primer outlines the ethical, theological, and activist
underpinnings of a just peace ethic.These essays also demonstrate and revise the
norms of a just peace ethic through conflict cases involving US immigration, racial and
environmental justice, and the death penalty, as well as gang violence in El Salvador,
civil war in South Sudan, ISIS in Iraq, gender-based violence in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, women-led activism in the Philippines, and ethnic violence in
Kenya. A Just Peace Ethic Primer exemplifies the ecumenical, interfaith, and
multicultural aspects of a nonviolent approach to preventing and transforming violent
conflict. Scholars, advocates, and activists working in politics, history, international law,
philosophy, theology, and conflict resolution will find this resource vital for providing a
fruitful framework and implementing a creative vision of sustainable peace.
What captivates learners and interests them in studying social psychology? In Case
Studies for Teaching Social Psychology, Tom Heinzen and Wind Goodfriend use brief,
entertaining case stories to further enhance the historical context, evolution of, and
challenges to major theories within the field. By employing a mix of unique,
contemporary research and hallmark studies to illustrate classic concepts, Heinzen and
Goodfriend steer students to explore new, meaningful ways of thinking about and
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connecting with foundational course concepts. In turn, this approach facilitates engaged
conversation and deeper critical thinking both in and outside of the classroom.

Gale Researcher Guide for: Total Mobilization is selected from Gale's academic
platform Gale Researcher. These study guides provide peer-reviewed articles
that allow students early success in finding scholarly materials and to gain the
confidence and vocabulary needed to pursue deeper research.
Joey (ik-figuur) is het paard van Albert. Hij wordt verkocht en raakt als
soldatenpaard verzeild in de Eerste Wereldoorlog.
The First World War has given rise to a multifaceted cultural production like no
other historical event. This handbook surveys British literature and film about the
war from 1914 until today. The continuing interest in World War I highlights the
interdependence of war experience, the imaginative re-creation of that
experience in writing, and individual as well as collective memory. In the first part
of the handbook, the major genres of war writing and film are addressed,
including of course poetry and the novel, but also the short story; furthermore, it
is shown how our conception of the Great War is broadened when looked at from
the perspective of gender studies and post-colonial criticism. The chapters in the
second part present close readings of important contributions to the literary and
filmic representation of World War I in Great Britain. All in all, the contributions
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demonstrate how the opposing forces of focusing and canon-formation on the
one hand, and broadening and revision of the canon on the other, have
characterised British literature and culture of the First World War.
Als een jongen gedwongen wordt tijdens de Eerste Wereldoorlog dienst te
nemen in het Britse leger, besluit zijn 15-jarige broer met hem mee te gaan
zonder de gevolgen te kunnen overzien.
De verteller vindt in een geheim laatje van een oud bureau een brief uit de Eerste
Wereldoorlog die de kerstgedachte een bijzondere inhoud geeft. Vanaf ca. 9 jaar.
What is organization theory and why does it matter? Where did it start, how has it
developed, and what impact does it have on organisations? This book brings a
fresh approach to these questions and is aimed at undergraduates and
postgraduates for whom the study of organizational theory or analysis is an
integral part of their degree programme. What is organization theory and why
does it matter? Where did it start, how has it developed, and what impact does it
have on today's organisations? What challenges does it pose, what solutions can
it offer, and how can it be used to make sense of contemporary management and
organization? This book addresses these questions and explores organization
theory from its origins right up to present-day debates. The authors pay sceptical
respect to different schools of thought, encouraging the reader to engage in a
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critical dialogue between varying perspectives. In addition, the frequent and
appealing examples show how concepts of organization theory can be seen in
the context of managerial reality. A rich set of pedagogical features to support the
reader includes: Stop and Think boxes to invite personal or group reflection; brief
Biographies of seminal thinkers; and case Studies on organizations such as ...
ideas and perspectives to introduce and summarize key theories.
The Integrated Leader is a contemporary search for the questions to which 'leader' or
'leadership' is an answer. Taking a thoughtful approach to management education and
learning, this book explores and explains ideas not usually found in books written for
managers. Its purpose is to provoke the kind of reflection and thinking that experience
(and most leadership training) tends not to reach.The book will get leaders and
managers to stop and think. This may not sound like much, but it is very important and
significant. It represents a shift in gears in personal leadership thinking and is written for
anyone who wants to ask better questions of themselves. The Integrated Leader is
practical and also philosophical. It is easy to read and will reward multiple readings.
Informed by the experience of practicing managers who re-enter education, it does not
simply regurgitate tired old leadership theory. It neither talks down to the reader nor
dumbs down any of the complex concepts needed to sustain organisational and
personal health and well-being. The book includes between-chapter reflections on the
Integrated Leader's Manifesto, an eleven-point declaration for leading self in various
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contexts.The Integrated Leader is a must-read for anyone sincere in their need for
sustainable personal development.
Portraits of Battle brings together biography, battle accounts, and historiographical
analysis to examine the lives of a cross-section of Canadians who served in the First
World War. All Canadians are taught about Vimy Ridge, but that celebrated victory was
just one battle among many to shape the country’s experience of the war. These
portraits of the formerly faceless men and women honoured on war memorials provide
a fresh and nuanced perspective on the complex legacy of the Great War in Canadian
history.
The 22-book American Milestone series is featured as "Retailers Recommended
Fabulous Products" in the August 2012 edition of Educational Dealer magazine. This
book describes fascinating facts and fun activities your students will love! The American
Milestone series are a favorite among teachers nationwide! This book includes ideas for
lesson plans, hands-on activities, biographies, fascinating facts and stories. Your
students will be amazed as they study the World War I. The American Milestone series
meets national and social studies standards. This 28-page book is reproducible and
educational. Kids will learn how World War I marked the beginning of "modern warfare"
with poison gas, machine guns, tanks, airplanes, and even submarines - and how it
forever changed the way battles are fought. A partial Table of Contents includes: A
Timeline of Events "The War to End All Wars!": World War I Archduke Franz Ferdinand:
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The Beginning of the War Taking Sides - Or... Who Fought Whom? The Frontlines
Christmas Truce The Red Baron Tank v. Tank 1917 - America Enters the War Uncle
Sam Wants You Doughboys Woodrow Wilson's Plan for Peace And Much More!
Drawing on new material from the archives of the Imperial War Museum, Malcolm
Brown skillfully recreates the pivotal year of 1914 through the eyes of the men and
women who experienced the war first-hand, vividly capturing the brutality of war as well
as the moments of humanity.
This book seeks to place children and young people centrally within the study of the
contemporary British home front, its cultural representations and its place in the
historical memory of the First World War. This edited collection interrogates not only
war and its effects on children and young people, but how understandings of this
conflict have shaped or been shaped by historical memories of the Great War, which
have only allowed for several tropes of childhood during the conflict to emerge. It brings
together new research by emerging and established scholars who, through a series of
tightly focussed case studies, introduce a range of new histories to both explore the
experience of being young during the First World War, and interrogate the memories
and representations of the conflict produced for children. Taken together the chapters in
this volume shed light on the multiple ways in which the Great War shaped, disrupted
and interrupted childhood in Britain, and illuminate simultaneously the selectivity of the
portrayal of the conflict within the more typical national narratives. .
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Op de dag dat de Eerste Wereldoorlog begint, belooft de vader van Alfie Summerfield
aan zijn zoon dat hij niet zal gaan meevechten – maar de volgende dag moet hij die
belofte al breken. Hij gaat op een zeer speciale, geheime missie, en de hele oorlog lang
heeft Alfie geen idee waar zijn vader zou kunnen zijn. Is hij inmiddels gesneuveld? Op
zijn negende moet Alfie al gaan werken als schoenpoetser op King’s Cross Station.
Dan leest hij onverwachts zijn familienaam op een vel papier dat toebehoort aan een
legerarts. Zijn vader leeft nog, en ligt met een oorlogstrauma in een ziekenhuis ver weg.
Alfie besluit dat het tijd wordt voor zijn eigen geheime missie: hij zal zijn vader in het
ziekenhuis opzoeken en hem terugbrengen naar hun huis op Damley Road.
This work is a doctrinal examination of war termination strategy and conflict resolution as a
dependent pair, requiring a plan to achieve both in unison in advance of a fight. • Examples
taken from the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, along with models of war termination
successes and failures to enhance the understanding of scenarios for possible resolution • A
full array of definitions offering clarity for the reader seeking to grasp the book's methodology
for war termination • Primary source documentation related to the author's seven combat
deployments to the Middle East and over five years of personal involvement in combat and its
aftermath. • Vignettes from history dating from the Revolutionary War to the recent wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq • Sidebars offering relevant charts, graphs, and newspaper articles •
Examples of conflict resolution to enhance an understanding of war termination outcomes •
Firsthand accounts from various military officers in the form of Staff College manuscripts • A
robust listing of books, interviews, documents, and articles on war termination and conflict
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resolution theories
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States
The Western Front has become, once again, and after 100 years, an important and
increasingly popular tourist destination. The Centenary is already encouraging large numbers
of visitors to engage with this highly poignant landscape of war and to commemorate the
sacrifice and loss of a previous generation. Interest is also being sharpened in the Ôplaces of
warÕ as battle-sites, trench-systems, bunkers and mine craters gain a clearer identity as war
heritage. For the first time this book brings together the three strands of heritage, landscape
and tourism to provide a fresh understanding of the multi-layered nature of the Western Front.
The book approaches the area as a rich dynamic landscape which can be viewed in a startling
variety of ways: historically, materially, culturally, and perceptually. To illustrate these two
dominant interpretations of the regionÕs landscape Ð commemorative and heritage Ð are
highlighted and their relationship to tourism explored. Tourism is a lens through which these
layers can be peeled away, and each understood and interacted with according to the
individualÕs own knowledge, motivation, and degree of emotional engagement. Tourism is not
regarded here as a passive phenomenon, but as an active agent that can determine, dictate
and inscribe this evocative landscape. The Western Front: Heritage, Landscape and Tourism
is a timely addition to our increasing interest in the First World War and the places where it was
fought. It will be indispensable to those who seek a deeper understanding of the conflict from
previously undervalued perspectives.
A user’s guide to understanding contemporary free speech issues in the United States
Americans today are confronted by a barrage of questions relating to their free speech
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freedoms. What are libel laws, and do they need to be changed to stop the press from lying?
Does Colin Kaepernick have the right to take a knee? Can Saturday Night Live be punished for
parody? While citizens are grappling with these questions, they generally have nowhere to turn
to learn about the extent of their First Amendment rights. The Fight for Free Speech answers
this call with an accessible, engaging user’s guide to free speech. Media lawyer Ian
Rosenberg distills the spectrum of free speech law down to ten critical issues. Each chapter in
this book focuses on a contemporary free speech question—from student walkouts for gun
safety to Samantha Bee’s expletives, from Nazis marching in Charlottesville to the muting of
adult film star Stormy Daniels— and then identifies, unpacks, and explains the key Supreme
Court case that provides the answers. Together these fascinating stories create a practical
framework for understanding where our free speech protections originated and how they can
develop in the future. As people on all sides of the political spectrum are demanding their right
to speak and be heard, The Fight for Free Speech is a handbook for combating
authoritarianism, protecting our democracy, and bringing an understanding of free speech law
to all.
Silent NightThe Story of the World War I Christmas Truce
Describes the spontaneous celebration that occurred in the trenches on Christmas Eve in 1914
during World War I, when participants on both sides briefly put aside their differences to
exchange gifts, share food, and enjoy a brief moment of peace.
When the September 11, 2001 attacks in the United States occurred—causing that nation to
wage wars of revenge in Afghanistan and Iraq—the people of Burundi were recovering from
nearly forty years of violence, genocide and civil wars that had killed nearly one million and
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produced another million refugees. Here in this small East African nation, one of the four
poorest nations on earth, however, was a desire for reconciliation—not revenge—and it still runs
deep today. The University of Ngozi in northern Burundi was created in 1999 and is now
dedicated to peace, reconciliation and sustainable development. People in this region tell
remarkable stories of tragedy and recovery amid these horrors. Their stories can inspire others
to preserve their humanity and resist the urge to continue the violence, focusing instead on
forgiveness, reconciliation and a better way forward. This volume presents case study analysis
while pointing to the promise of a new kind of education that is committed to sustainable peace
and development. The lessons here for the rest of the world are deep and inspiring.
Whatever life gives you and wherever life takes you, there is always a story. Life and
relationships all begin and are sustained in the context of a story. This is not a how-to-do-itright book as much as it is a book of stories--personal stories from the author, biblical stories,
and stories of ordinary grandparents and grandchildren who have been willing to share their
own stories with which you may be able to identify and be encouraged in your own adventures
of grandparenting. This is a book for everyone that either has biological grandchildren or has
the potential to influence the lives of non-biological youth and children in the role of
grandparenting. This is also a book for churches to consider while planning for ministry to bring
generations together in meaningful interactions, and in doing so, to create space for
generations to share their stories and share in God's overarching Story of reconciling the world
. . . one story at a time.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United
States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record
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began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates
and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
The Mark Twain Media World War I book for middle school and high school provides
information and activities related to the war. Topics include: -causes of the war -the Western
Front -propaganda Each unit addresses the national standards for ELA and literacy in history
and social studies. This social studies book by Mark Twain will help you teach your students
the importance and effects of the First World War. Each unit includes opportunities for:
-conducting student research -examining primary sources -interpreting graphs and maps
-responding to constructed-response questions The Mark Twain Publishing Company provides
classroom decorations and supplemental books for middle-grade and upper-grade classrooms.
These products are designed by leading educators and cover science, math, behavior
management, history, government, language arts, fine arts, and social studies.
In this expansive survey, David Booth, one of our foremost authorities on teaching literacy,
answers real questions from teachers like you about turning research and theory into effective
best practice. Teachers will find the answers they need and can use on almost any topic from
phonics and word walls for beginning readers to guided reading, literature circles, and writing
journals and workshops for more confident readers;from using traditional texts to comics,
songs and the Internet to cover the complete gamut of the new literacies;from using testing as
a teaching tool to creating a classroom community that is both diverse and welcoming. But
Literacy 101 is more than just a guide — it’s also the compelling story of one teacher’s journey
through literacy. David writes frankly about what has worked and not worked for him over the
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years, and how what looks good on paper may need to be adapted for a real classroom.
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